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 Prunus mume,  is perhaps the most iconographic of all Japanese 

flowers, appearing more  often on porcelain and in paintings than any 

other, its beautiful cup-shaped blooms held tight against angled bare 

green stems.  To the Japanese, its habit of flowering in earliest spring  

signifies a youthful  longevity.  In the garden – a warm zone 7 garden at 

least, with winter lows of 0 to -10 F. – it makes a small tree seldom taller 

than twenty feet and as wide.  But it takes well to pot culture. 

Or at least it has here, for almost thirty years.  We acquired our 

little tree on a spring trip to San Francisco  as just a pencil-thin infant in a 

plastic pot.   The trunk has thickened - though not as much as one might 

suppose over that many years - and the head has grown dense with 

twigs, which are encouraged to multiply by  cutting back  long soft 

growth  in mid-summer.  The pot is larger too, a good clay one about 

fifteen inches high and ten  inches across.   

That is as big a pot as our little tree will ever occupy.  To keep it 

small, we employ the same technique  used by Japanese bonsai masters.   

Every two years we remove the root mass from the pot in late spring  and 

scrape away the compost with  a chop stick until we can trim off about 



two  inches of dangling white root all the way around.  Then the tree is re-

potted with rich compost, well-watered and stood in the shade for a week 

or so until fresh roots have formed.  

 There are many cultivars  of Prunus mume, but the one  pictured 

here is the best,  ‘Peggy Clarke,’  with two rows of  petals of the clearest 

shell pink cupped around numerous, unusually long  yellow stamens that 

give each flower a slight gilded appearance.  On any sunny late winter  

day  the flowers smell of almonds,  and bees are grateful for so early and 

plentiful a source of pollen. The consequence is an abundance of fruit -  

fuzzy little  yellow apricots hardly more than twice the size of a thumb.  

Their taste is acrid but pleasant  if you stop to think about it  before 

spitting one  out.  But since bees are scarce in a Vermont greenhouse in 

the depths of winter, we supplant them with an artist’s brush, pollenating 

each succeeding flower as it  reaches the age of consent.   We do not 

think it matters to our little tree that we don’t buzz.  But it might.    

Every year we get a good crop of ume,  though we have never  

made umeboshi, the marvelous pickled  “plums” that are often  served at 

the conclusion of a classic Japanese meal.  They cleanse the palate, are 

thought to aid in digestion, and they are very good, once you have 

acquired the taste.  We have, both in Japan and in New York, where 



master chef Nao Sugiyama (Sugiyama,  251 W. 55st St.) serves them,  

each suspended in a perfect cube of clear, shimmering fruit aspic.  We 

have the pickling recipe, taken from Shizuo Tsuji’s authoritative Japanese 

Cooking: A Simple Art.   If we succeed, we will try his recipe for rice balls 

with an umeboshi at the center of each.  And as Mr. Shizuo Tsuji 

comments, “There are as many variations in making umeboshi as there are 

villages in Japan.”  So apparently, we have leave to experiment in creating 

the North Hill version in Southern Vermont.    
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